Take thought

I have weathered the storm
I have beaten out my exile.

- Ezra Pound
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sitting and sweating
out the windows watching
I read album covers
and dance only when I've had too much to drink
thumbs scraped pink of dead skin
ideas not so dead respond and bleed
the tight desk grips my attention
like a newspaper tragedy
a hollow pen wastes ink in squeeze toy laughter

I am still in these days
of dog breath
friends stop to reflect in my stagnant pool
a few nod when they see my unfocused hatred
and smile on,
hearing the scream of some far off saw
cutting live wood

Looking-Glass

old men must go mad with the first snow.
you can see it around the eye's edge.
a slight crinkling, a certain shoving
of the pupils to the corners.
as if they feared the form of some frozen
Medusa's head lurking before them.
countenance becomes metaphor.

they shouldn't fear being turned to stone.
mirrors are made for surprises.
in them, one's dignity
replaces the dying smile of the derelict,
and the sorcerer's apprentice
becomes the sorcerer.

let the face of truth be frozen,
extracting courage from reflection:
in cold hands and insouciant eyes
lie the plans for spring.
The evening of my last day at home before returning for my second year at college, I planned to take Nancy out for dinner. It was actually supposed to be a very special date for us since we wouldn’t be seeing each other for several months, probably not until Thanksgiving. I made reservations for dinner at the Brass Rail in Oak Brook, and having showered and dressed by six o’clock, I sped down the stairs and out into the garage, started the car and raced down the driveway, my usual ten minutes late. Screeching to a halt, I pulled the car back up the driveway, hopped out and ran back in the house, having forgotten to ask my parents for the car. They consented with the typical “Where are you going? Be careful! Have a good time.” Having eased my thieving conscience, I raced over to Nancy’s.

By the back route it is very easy to make it there in roughly 4 minutes and 37 seconds, if you don’t stop at the stop signs. Unfortunately there was a policeman cruising ahead of me nearly all the way so I made it in the usual seven minutes. Cursing my tardiness, I finally arrived, and of course Nancy had been waiting for about fifteen minutes.

We hopped in the car and I drove out of her subdivision and entered the Eisenhower Expressway to Chicago. She was sitting close to me, fiddling with the radio.

“Are we going downtown for dinner?” she asked excitedly. I said no and that I wanted to say good-bye to my grandmother. This would be the last opportunity to see her before I left.

I speeded down the expressway and weaved in and out between cars. Nancy uttered her typical exclamation of fright as I began jockeying for position. I promised I’d be careful, just as some guy passed me on the right, mouthing obscenities and honking his horn.

I finally made the Des Plaines Avenue exit, and turning left crossed over the expressway and headed north in the direction of River Forest.

I glanced at my watch. Six thirty-five. Hope she didn’t go to bed yet. She usually goes to sleep early these days. Damn. Wish I would have gone this afternoon. I know she’d have been awake then.

Looking at Nancy couldn’t help but cheer anyone up. She had that radiant glow of a person in love with life, and it made me feel flighty inside to think she felt that way for me. She was wearing a dark purple dress with long sleeves and a high neck. A touch of lace at the collar and cuffs complemented her delicate neck and hands. The dress pointed out the attributes of her figure as I followed it down to her hemline at mid-thigh and confirmed my opinion that she had the nicest pair of legs I’d seen. Dark stockings of purple added to the excitement of watching her. Long dark brown hair flowed gently from her head and rested just below her shoulders. She parted it in the middle and it seemed to curve around her face with a sensuous caress. Her lips were painted in a soft color that somehow glistened, and the rest of her light makeup accented her
The house hadn't changed much since Grandpa died. As I pulled into the driveway, all the familiar memories of snowball fights, wiffle-ball games, tag, kick-the-can, were revived. It was a huge white stucco house with orange Spanish roof tiles that looked like pipes cut in half, length-wise. Nancy said she'd rather stay in the car, and I promised I wouldn't be terribly long. "Hurry back!" she teased, and she smiled the way she always did. I strolled up the long red brick walkway to the front door. No other cars were there, so I assumed Grandmother didn't have any company. I had a key so I let myself in through the huge wooden door and immediately was bombarded with the nostalgic smells of my childhood. There was a kind of clean or fresh odor about the place, really indescribable, but you knew you were at Grandmother's house. I walked to my left and looked in the kitchen but no one was there. I walked back across the hall and checked the living room and the library beyond with a glance, but saw no one. From the top of the stairs I heard, "Who's there?" I responded with "It's Robert, Junior!" and proceeded to climb the winding staircase to the second floor.

As I ascended the stairs, there were pictures of her family on the walls.-- Grandpa, Uncle Jack, Dad, Aunt Marilyn, and of course herself. I remarked to myself how beautiful Grandmother was. I remembered the pictures Mother had shown me of Grandmother as a young woman. She was stunning! I still have one of those pictures in my room. I joked to myself about what great taste Grandpa had-- like grandfather like grandson!

Grandmother was indeed a beautiful woman. She had the most attractive figure for a woman her age I've ever seen. It was remarkable to me, but I'd often heard others say she looked only 45 years instead of 70 or so. I suppose that description speaks for itself. She never discussed age, and bore hers with a gracious dignity. What astonished me most were her mannerisms. She is the only lady I've ever known in my life. Quiet, reserved, pleasant at all times and very dignified. She was the total opposite of my other grandmother, who was plump, jovial, drove a car at age 78, full of life and teasing like a young woman of 30 years.

Grandmother always looked perfect. Invariably dressed up, her hair neatly in place on her head; she always looked as if she just came from the hairdressers. She had clear hazel eyes that sparkled with a sharpness that reflected her intelligence; as a matter of fact, she had graduated with high honors from the University of Wisconsin in 1913. She had a tremendous command of language, and I supposed it was her English heritage that gave her the stodgy reservedness I liked. But at the same time she teemed with love, and graciously went out of her way to comfort or help anyone.

I remember Grandpa drove her everywhere after she was 35 because she was frightened by driving automobiles. I guess I never thought about her when I used to race down the Eisenhower Expressway with her to and from my house on Sunday afternoons after Grandpa died. But she never let on it bothered her, and of course that was her style-- an English lady, polite and formal. It dawned on me then that I always called her "Grandmother" instead of "Grandma," as I did my mother's mother.

I followed the curve of the stairs to the hallway at the top and veered to my left and entered the bedroom.

The nurse greeted me complacently and quietly left the room. I turned to my left and there in a special hospital bed surrounded by bottles and tubes and other medical equipment lay Grandmother. I bent over the guard rail and looked into her eyes. She half squinted at me and it was terribly painful to look at her. She was ugly.

Her hair, which was now white instead of the grey-blue color I'd seen all my life, was now sparse and disarrayed. Her eyes were crossed somewhat, and tubes entered through her mouth. Other tubes were taped to her nose. She was as pale as her bed sheets, under which she breathed laboriously. She couldn't have weighed more...
than ninety pounds.

My heart was pounding hard as I looked at a woman whom I had admired and loved for nearly twenty years, and it staggered me to see a human reduced to her pitiable state of being. Her legs were curled up around her waist, and the doctors had said she had settled there and was moving up her body. They were like petrified rock. I moved my hand down to touch hers, which was locked in a clenched position around a splint to prevent her nails from cutting her hands. I gently stroked her soft hand, and looking at her shriveled body sent chills up my spine. Her mouth gaped open, and her tongue lay out one side, as gums bleeding to the rot of her teeth, she continually attempted to swallow. Tears came to my eyes as I told her I was going back to college tomorrow and that I would miss her. I promised to see her first thing at Thanksgiving. How dumbfounding it is to speak to yourself in that situation.

She groaned and exhaled a snore-like breath, then she rolled her eyes to meet mine and I just stood there holding her fist, praying she knew how much I loved her, and how much I'd miss her. I prayed to God she could hear me-- but she just lay there, gurgling, blinking her eyelids, and staring at me curiously.

I swallowed hard as the tears streamed down my cheeks. I knew she couldn't understand what I was saying, but perhaps she could feel me. Her eyes began tearing again from being open so long, and I sadly realized that all these life-signs of blinking, tearing, and swallowing were merely involuntary physical functions. I stood there thinking about what she would do if she ever knew how she was. But she'd had a "stroke" and been in a coma for over four months now.

I leaned over and kissed her on the cheek and whispered "goodbye." I left the room to the sound of her peaceful snoring. As I walked down the stairs I mumbled a good-bye to the nurse, and once outside I wiped away my tears.

It was getting dark as I took out the keys to the car, and ironically, I remembered my boyhood promise of coming to see Grandmother everyday as soon as I could drive a car. As I started the car and backed out of the driveway, I glanced back at the house and whispered "I love you", knowing I'd never see her again, and Nancy smiled up at me the way she always did and then rested her head on my shoulder.

February fog swoos in
Twining around earthy appendages
Protruding barren from the ground.
Left over Santa snow crusts the brown bitten green grass.
A marble squirrel listens to the silence and waits for spring.

John Bildahl '73

Surface Tension
Mankind afloat
A fragile leaf
Enamoured with its own reflection
Saved from sinking
The precious hold
Created by its surface tension

Glenn Bard '75
Closing

my tears stand
center stage
explaining themselves
in lengthy soliloquies.
my friends,
like galley slaves
have raised their hands
like oars
poised to pull me home
and are ready to trade their stinging fingers
for my own encouragement.
i'm a dismayed playwright.
this started as an epic poem,
i scream,
but already the audience
has filled with my old enemies,
old lovers, funeral notices,
pieces of cerebral cortex
strewn about like dinosaur bones.
memory is the message
evolution sends us written on rock;
these are the failures,
unlearnable lessons,
nature's battle with the natural.
i'm nearing extinction.
a beast with carnivorous past
and a brain whose experience
has outgrown its capacity
to understand.
three more clever lines,
another million years
of culture battling the earth's indifference
and i'll see it all quite clearly;
but already the play is ending,
act two was much too long,
the roses backstage are wilted
and drop petals like bloody tears,
the critics are running
to their typewriters to call this
"sentiment for sentiment's sake"
already i'm drafting
a closing notice
with no emotion
FIRST MONDAY IN JULY
Joe L. Bolster III '75

Three summers ago, that would be the summer between my freshman and sophomore years in college and the summer I turned 19, I had a job shovelling tar all day long for two dollars an hour. This job took care of my day pretty well but at night I had a lot of free time on my hands. During the school year I competed on the track and cross country teams for my college, so at night I did a lot of running in order to get ready for the fall season. Unfortunately now that I'm in grad school I never seem to have time to run anymore, I keep saying I'll start tomorrow but I never do. Well, anyway, as I said, I was doing a lot of running that particular summer. Near my town was a small college and every summer the track coach at this school put on four track meets for tracksters in the area. These meets were held every Monday night in July and anyone was welcome to come and compete, and since I lived nearby I attended regularly. That summer I looked forward to the first meet because I expected to see a lot of kids I'd run against in high school and hadn't seen in a year. The Rider Meets, as they were called, were great for seeing old friends and competing against them in odd events like the mile walk, events which you ordinarily wouldn't have a chance to try. As a matter of fact I'd even tried the mile walk at one of the meets the summer before. What a joke that was. At the end of the first lap I was way behind, probably because I didn't know what I was doing. On the second lap I cheated and started running here and there which prompted all my friends to yell, hey look at him he's running, at the meet official. The official didn't seem to notice my running but he couldn't help but notice when I tried to cut across the track on the third lap, I got kicked out of the race at that point but I was laughing so hard it didn't matter, besides who cared?

The Monday of the first meet I drove to the track with my girlfriend. The track was in the middle of a field about a mile behind the main campus and it was surrounded by a four foot high wire fence. There was one entrance in the fence and at all the meets a table was set up at the entrance with a clipboard on it and the meet director sitting behind the table. The clipboard had a list of all the events to be run and the contestants signed their names under the ones they wished to try and then paid a quarter entry fee to the meet director. When I got to the table on the first Monday I found myself in line behind three people. One was a burly high school kid who signed up for the shot put, paid his quarter and waddled towards the shot ring. The other two people appeared to be husband and wife. The woman was in her early 40's and very small and she looked like one of those quiet, patient women who make good wives. Her husband was of comparable age, with thinning hair and a face that reflected a great many decisions. He was wearing some old tennis shoes, blue trunks, and a gray shirt that read, Property of Such and Such Athletic Dept. on it. The letters were too faded to read where he had gone to school. He had a good tan and looked to be in good shape for his age, he was trim of build with firm muscles and the legs of a runner.

When the shotputter left this man proceeded to write his name, John Simmons, under Mile Run. At this point the meet director pointed out to him that a Masters Mile was being run for men over the age of 30. John Simmons said yes he knew that but he wanted to run in the regular mile. The meet director shook his head and said okay so Mr. Simmons paid his quarter and he and his wife walked onto the track. I was next so I signed my name below John Simmons under Mile Run and then I went onto the infield to talk to a buddy of mine. We sat on the grass talking about our races of the year before, it seemed like a long time ago, and as the time for the mile got closer I noticed John Simmons jogging on the track. I'd kind of forgotten about him and as I watched him jog I wondered about him. I couldn't figure out why he wanted to run in the regular mile, he was in good shape but he was going to be blown off the track in the race, why didn't he want to run in the Master's race? I didn't dwell on him long though because I had other things to think about. I was going to be in for a big battle from a local high school whiz and I had no intentions of letting any young upstart beat me. I was the only collegian entered in the race, except of course for John Simmons but he didn't count, and it would be a blow to my pride for a high school kid to win.

I started to warm up during the 440 yard run because the Masters Mile was next and then the regular mile. That summer I sort of coaching a boy who was two years behind me in high school and he was in the quarter hoping to run his best time. He came in fourth and I could tell he'd been slow. He walked over to me after he was done and I told him not to worry because it was hard to get motivated during the summer, anyway he had another year of high school to improve. He told me he wasn't disappointed because he didn't expect to be running 56 second quarters the rest of his life. I laughed and said no, he'd probably do a little better than that.

The meet director called us to the area of the starting line while the Master Mile was in progress. Glancing around the track at the guys in the Masters Mile I could see the race was its usual charade. The runner who was firmly mired in last place was wearing a Piel's Beer T-shirt and his stomach indicated that he was a running advertisement. This man's kids had come along with him to the meet and they shouted, there's Daddy, throughout the race. The other two people appeared to be husband and wife. The woman was in her early 40's and very small and she looked like one of those quiet, patient women who make good wives. Her husband was of comparable age, with thinning hair and a face that reflected a great many decisions. He was wearing some old tennis shoes, blue trunks, and a gray shirt that read, Property of Such
mer. John Simmons was standing a little way off from the rest of us and he wasn't talking to anybody, probably because he didn't know any of us.

Finally we got to the starting line, the gun went off and the race was on. The first half mile was terribly slow so in the third lap the high school whiz and I separated ourselves from the rest of the pack. The last lap was terrifically fast, about a minute, and I outsprinted the kid over the last 100 yards to win in a time of 4:26. As I stood in the neighborhood of the finish line recovering my breath I watched the other runners straggle in. After a minute or so the meet director called the half mile runners to the starting line but somebody said hold it we've got another runner on the track. I looked up and just as I did I saw John Simmons cross the finish line. What a sight. He was laboring horribly, his legs could barely stride forward and his head was wagging from side to side. John Simmons' time wasn't bad, about 5:30, and he would have placed high in the Masters Mile, not first mind you but third or fourth which was better than the last place he'd just finished. His time was respectable but he had paid the price for it. Now as he gasped for breath just across the finish line nobody said anything to him, the meet director yelled again for the half mile and John Simmons wobbled onto the infield and lay down on his back. My girlfriend said he looked pretty sick and she wondered if maybe I should go over and see if he was okay. I said no, he was alright all he needed was air and he was getting plenty of it on his back. By the end of the half mile he'd recovered enough to sit up and cradle his head in his hands but he was still breathing quite hard. His small wife had been kneeling quietly by him the whole time. When he sat up she touched him lightly on the arm and said something to him. She must have asked him if he felt alright or something like that because he nodded his head up and down. I was standing nearby and judging from the look on her face she looked like she wanted to say something else to him but decided not to I can't say why, I just got the impression she had something else she wanted to say.

The next event was the mile relay. A bunch of my friends got a team together and they were doing pretty well, second place, until the third runner decided he could go faster running backwards. He went about 50 yards before he went sprawling and the baton went flying. That was the end of them. After my friend's display of ineptitude I looked over into the infield and saw John Simmons still sitting there. By this time the running events were all over so I went over to watch the pole vault competition. A few minutes later Mr. Simmons got to his feet and he and his wife walked to their car in the parking lot and drove away. I ran the half mile the following Monday but Mr. Simmons wasn't there to run the mile nor was he at any of the other meets the rest of the summer.

John Bildahl '73
southwest bazaar
the square in old town
santa fe, new mexico
at festival time
under the roof of the plaza
southwest indian women
squat behind large blankets
upon which they have laid out
their handcrafted wares
their soft eyes
gaze blankly
at the long, milky legs
of white women,
tourists who stoop to examine
the fine silver
and turquoise pieces,
who smile and
show off gold bridges
between immaculate teeth,
palefaces boasting of
the dexterity of dentist hands
while indians nod pleasantly
and beseech them
to buy

Haiku sequence
A lone white crystal
Glides and tumbles amidst the
Deep winter silence
As one pine awakes
A needle glitters beneath
Frosted purity
A brilliant warmth
Upon the crystal now leaves
A glistening bead

suzanne B. deAN '76

val evANS '76
The Desirability of Being a Line

I am a ball rolling.
My outer shell touches the world.
Inside enclosed space sealed away.
I would rather be a line.

Laurie Wharton '74

summertime

cold moon
dueled with the lamp post
who shall impress the stars
I was seven
putting lightning bugs in jars
and holding them tightly
so close, my little loving suns
they wink at me
when I let them go
mother and father
in their house
tearing voices from locked screen doors
who loves him the most

Richard Carothers '73

GLAD ABOUT A LOT TODAY

John Fergus '74

Round and round the wheels spun, the spokes flashing as they caught the sunlight. The new tires sang as they sped across the pavement, and the gears whirred as they churned through the freshly greased teeth. A bright orange needle climbed slowly around the speedometer, passing black numbers one by one, and then dropped suddenly as the bike quickly slowed for a turn, the unworn brakes squealing loudly. Then the needle rose again as the bike accelerated and climbed up through the gears, again all sounds and motion, flashing red and chrome.

Jimmy watched his shadow speeding along the pavement. He moved closer to the curb and it started jumping up over the curbs, down onto the driveways, up on the curbs, down on driveways, up and down, darkening the grass, pavement, mailboxes, trees, everything it covered.

He could see the blurs where his spokes were, and the black rings that were his tires. They bent and twisted as they passed over things, so that sometimes they were round, and sometimes they weren't. He could see his sneakers stuck in the straps of the peddles and his bare legs pumping up and down, but he couldn't tell which leg was which from the shadow. His "racing" T-shirt was flapping, catching sometimes on the comb in his back pocket. He looked, but couldn't see the STP patch in the shadow. He also couldn't see his red hair or his freckles, and he was glad about that. With shadows, everything was in black and white.

Jimmy's stomach growled; it was lunch time. He turned into his driveway, swung his right leg up over the seat and coasted into the garage braking slowly, not wanting to skid. Walking across the drive towards the back door, he carefully stepped over all the black streaks he had made on his old bicycle. Somebody had told him that it would be bad luck if he stepped on any. Then, he remembered who had told him, and slapped his shoes down on them, being sure not to miss even one.

"Hey Mom! I'm home!" He let the screen door slam and winced waiting for his mother to yell. There was no response. He walked over to the counter, tipped the cookie jar and lifted off the lid. It was empty. He clanked the lid back on and pushed the jar back.

"Hey Mom!" pause "Hey Mom! I'm home!" There was no answer. He scuffed over to the basement door. It squeeked as it opened.

"Hey Mom!"
"Yes."
"I'm home."

His mother's feet kept the beat of the washer as she came up the stairs.

"Hungry?" she said, and shut the door.
"I just want some cookies."
"No sandwich- no cookies. What kind do you want?"
"Baloney."
"Mayonnaise and mustard?"
"Nope. Just baloney and bread."
"And a glass of milk."

"And a glass of milk- and cookies." He ran upstairs while his mother fixed his lunch to look for his bicycle lock again. He looked in his closet, under the bed, in all his drawers and on all of his shelves. It wasn't in the room. Looking around for the last time, he remembered that he hadn't checked the closet shelf, and dragged the chair noisely from his desk to the closet.

"Jim! What are you doing?" his mother shouted, from the foot of the stairs.

He climbed up on the chair, reached one hand up, and started feeling around.

"Jim!"

"Nothing!" Baseball mit. Dirty socks. Old tennis shoes. Hat. Comic books. Dirty shirts. Finally he felt a chain. Pulling on it he saw the blue plastic covering of his bicycle lock. He yanked it out, dragging the hat, a sock, and one tennis shoe with it. He jumped off the chair and ran down the stairs, stuffing the lock into his pocket.

"Hey Mom- do you have the combination to my bicycle lock?"

"It's on the bulletin board."

"Where?"

"Under the schedule of your Scout meetings."

"One. Five. Seven. Seven. Nine. One, five, seven, seven...nine. One five seven seven nine. One five seven seven nine," he said softly, trying to memorize it again.

"Did you find it?"

"Yep. One, five, seven, seven, nine." He sat down at the table and played with the placemat until his mother placed a glass of milk and a baloney, mayonnaise and mustard sandwich before him.

"Sandwich first, and cookies later."

Jimmy inhaled the sandwich, then gulped down the milk. In return, he was given a half dozen Oreos, which he proceeded to unscrew and scrape the centers out of, leaving the black ends on his plate.

"See you later, Mom," he said, rising from his chair.

She caught his shoulder and placed him back in his seat. "Wait a minute young man. Where are you going?"

"Out riding."

"By yourself?"

"Yep."

"Can't you find anyone to go with you?"

"Nope."

"Well- don't be late for dinner."

"Okay- bye" He ran out the door and let it slam behind him.

"Jim!"

He landed on his right shoulder and rolled over once. His right arm and leg were cut up, and white streaks showed where stones had glazed his skin. Tears came to his eyes, but he fought them and did not cry. He got up slowly, looking at his bike. The front wheel had dug itself into the gravel almost up to the hub. The handlebars
had twisted in line with the tire, and the left brake cable had snapped. Carefully picking up the bicycle, Jimmy saw that the red paint had big chip marks and that the glass in the headlamp had cracked. The gears were all right, but the black grease now looked grey from the white dust. The leather seat, twisted sideways on the frame, was all gouged and scratched. The sun settled behind some trees, and the dusty chrome looked grey.

Riding home in the dark, Jimmy watched his cobwebbed light shining on the pavement. He coasted up his driveway and slipped into the garage by his father’s car. He walked slowly across the pavement scuffing his feet, but was careful not to step on any skid marks. He gently opened and closed the screen door, and burst into tears in the lighted room.

The Blatant Morning

Refinement
and your words so dull, 
waiting for a single moment,
a fleeting passion,
when your clothes won’t be so neat
piled in a heap
beside your thoughts.
Tears run from your eyes
and streak down
your cheek-bone.
Your vengence strikes out at me.
Complication
is my own doing
loss of finality
your undoing.
Put on your shoes, we’ll take a walk.
Substance
I cannot be clay: 
the imprint of your fingers
heightens,
yet mars my temples.
- phil mercurio ‘75

sweet nothings

sly, silver smile, inspiring desire
lies in the eyes of the lady
a platinum princess of mirrored perfection reflecting/refracting, the light of men’s lives crystallizing a moment for each to possess her with practiced precision she shimmers the mind highly glossed flattery, polished with praise shines flawlessly through her mirage

sterling madonna, looking glass lady, is it you that you see in the mirror? not the face, silver sweetheart, not the face but the mirror

classy miss glassy coated thinly with silver

Linda Anderson ‘74
Alone In Bed

Upon awakening this morning
I found I'd had a fear
Implanted in me
During the night

I dreamed
Of shady apartments in lost cities
In the dry deserts of Arizona
I dreamed of two men
Lonely---

Yet together lying stretched
Upon a small floor cot
Hands resting gently on
Each other's smooth waists
Lips---

Not far apart
Talking in silent whisperings
Of love, of a moment---
Of renting the lost apartment

For their one time
Together in peace without
Scornful looks of dissatisfied men

And in the hours of morning
Sitting alone in bed
I found a fear implanted

val evans '76

A city stands. People towering like buildings into the sky stare down at him, but only in passing. Squares of black marble and middle class strength run blind to his back. Not far from the corner, ignorance flows up and down the avenue, stopping once in a while to observe a luxury in a window. Long furs and shiny shoes glide over one lost autumn leaf, browned and shredded, yet unable to accept the solitude of true death. He is so willing to share.

Old dirt and city grime rest dry and cracked on soles turned to rest one on top of another, where dark thin leather once struggled to pull itself free of the seams, tired threads now lay stiff, oblivious to all suffering of life. Ribbed cloth follows the lines of sharp bones weakened by mind and drink, and finds itself captured and hidden beneath once carefully folded cuffs. A pair of trousers and a coat, never to have seen
Walls and the Fallen Woman

Mourn along with me, walls.
Turn a darker shade of blue
to spite the bitter yellow sun
that dares violate my window.
But, should one immortal sneer
seep out a crack
I will burn you
with no more regret
than I would burn a tinseled pine in January.

For a last companion, how is it I choose you?
This room of my babypink crib
can know little of me now.
Each night I stumbled in here
plopping my head on the swirling bed,
I saw your dignified shock
(like that of some dowdy nanny)
straighten each board.
And when I locked the door,
stopped the keyhole,

and let unknown young knights
gallop through the window
to shed their armor in my bed,
I felt your remonstrations creeping in, too.

Perhaps you think you've won
now that my innocence is wedged in the gutter,
my happiness shattered on cold cement,
and petals of my rosy peace irretrievably scattered
by some intoxicating wind I am unable to flee.
But, you have nothing to do with this justice
I created it on the grounds of my own guilt.
There is nothing new and I can't stand the old stench.
You self-righteous walls!
I stand in judgement of you now.
The verdict:
Guilty as charged of undone mortal sins.
In this world
we must slink as low as our lowest companion
who in this case is me, you prude.
The sentence:
Eternal visions
of the debauchery of your last mortal companion: me.

After this day and night have passed,
You, alone, will hold my last testament.
Stupid wood as you are,
You'll keep silent and wear weed of cobwebs
while they shroud me in white.
But, that's to be.
Show a little comradship now!

H.
A Victim of Need
With sparkling blue awareness
I feel you watching
The parched creased flesh
Slipping over sharp but worn
Desires of perpetual
Motion. Encased by
A delicate
Softness, you are sterile
To cruelty of such
Harsh destitution.
A glitter, wet
With life, momentarily
Moistens the cracks.

Suzanne Dean '76